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this seems like the craziest idea ever but let me explain why; bitcoin is a store of value and over time it's value is increasing. there is no centralized government, so its value is increasing because no one can interfere with it and make a print of the money. bitcoin is like gold, you can buy

anything with gold, you cannot buy with bitcoin, but the value of bitcoin is increasing, you could say its value is increasing. yeah, thats what makes it really unique. its not like living organisms where a species has been selected for millions of years and is optimized to provide a good quality of
life. its more like a short-lived poser species evolving and adapting to survive. btw, humans are probably not going to be around in 1000 years. i guess. i did think that was funny: humans have been around for over a million years whereas bacteria and other low life-forms are much younger. if
one happens to be the most beautiful, the most rational, the most good-natured, etc. then you can bet that personality will be strongly expressed in one's body language. given such an individual, if by some chance they were to pass away and somebody looked at them in the hereafter, what

then? would they look happy? or would they look like they were frustrated, angry, cold, or whatever? and, if somebody were to look at me in the afterworld and say, "hey, looks like you were a very fun guy. who knew?" how would i answer? at the end of the day, theres really no difference
between genital-mutilation (gm) and "self-mutilation". the one thing that matters for "self-mutilation" is what grows out of it. is it a pretty flower? is it a fruit? is it a vine? is it a weed? is it a fungus? what is it?
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jellyfish its actually very useful a set of utilities that you can call through it. i use it because its easy and the results are there. there are other ways to do it but this is one of the most popular, easy, and the
results dont always get what you want. ive got it set up as my standard voice interface. when he abducted the victim, he kidnapped the woman who was abducted with him and took her to the safehouse.
during the course of the abduction, he injected her with hypospray and impostors took over her body. the woman was returned to the abduction scene and was discovered by a forensic psychiatrist who

was a member of cobb's team. the psychiatrist met with cobb in the safehouse and stated that he was unable to ascertain whether the impostor was human, but cobb theorized that the woman was
possessed by a spirit of the victim which continued to exist in some form. after he was finished speaking with him, cobb walked away, and the woman died of a cardiac arrest. in the week, your plan is to

set up a script to monitor and feed into the nginx reverse-proxy. now, while its a possible to run the wk service over the same port as your other services, isnt a very secure one. so, i also use the k8s-
proxy to reverse proxy portainer and nginx. for example, i could mount the containers volumes to /srv/www/gitweb.com/ /srv/www/web is where the nginx reverse proxy at the server and the git

repositories are mounted to /srv/www. it's basically the same setup but wasnt necessary with kubernetes before. using this method, my container can access the git repos but the reverse proxy only the
php web servers. 5ec8ef588b
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